
 

 

 

 

 

5th Grade English 

April 20 – April 24, 2020 

 

Student Name: 

 

_________________ 

  



English Instructions 
Monday  

1. Look over the anchor chart about TONE. 

2. Read Ch. 4, “Gonzalo”. 

3. Highlight unknown words in pink and find the definition of the word on 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary and write the definition on the side of 

the page.   

Tuesday 

1. Reread Chapter 4, “Gonzalo”. 

2. Determine the tone of the chapter by underlining negative, neutral, or positive in the Gonzalo 

Reading Notes. 

3. Make tone annotations (highlights and claim) in the text of “Gonzalo”. 

Wednesday 

1. Complete the TONE quiz. 

Thursday  

1. Review the anchor chart about CHARACTERIZATION. 

2. Answer the three questions in the Reading Notes about CHARACTERIZATION. 

3. Observe the “Tone” annotations made by the teacher in paragraphs 1-3 of the text. 

4. Read Ch. 5, “Leona”. Highlight unknown words in pink (at least 5), find the definition of the word 

(https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary) and write the definition on the side 

of the page. 

Friday 

1. Reread Ch. 5, “Leona” 

2. In the “Annotation – Leona” Reading Notes, determine if the characterization is negative, neutral, or 

positive. 

3. Make characterization annotations (highlights and claim) in paragraphs 4-8 in the text of “Leona”. 

 

 

 

*If you have questions about the assignments you can email or message your 

teacher any time, or check-in on Teams during office hours, 10:00 a.m – 11:00 a.m., 

Monday through Friday.* 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary


 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4: GONZALO 

The older you are, the younger you get when you move to the United States.  

 

They don’t teach you that equation in school. Big Brain, Mr. Smoltz, my eighth grade math teacher, 

hasn’t even heard of it. It’s not in Gateway to Algebra. It’s Garcia’s Equation. I‘m the Garcia.  

 

Two years after my father and I moved here from Guatemala I could speak English. I learned it on the 

playground and watching lots of TV. Don’t believe what people say-cartoons make you smart. But my 

father, he worked all day in a kitchen with Mexicans and Salvadorans. His English was worse than a 

kindergartner’s. He would only buy food at the bodega down the block. Outside of there he lowered his 

eyes and tried to get by on mumbles and smiles. He didn’t want strangers to hear his mistakes. So he 

used me to make phone calls and to talk to the landlady and to buy things in store where you had to 

use English. He got younger. I got older.  

 

He’d been a farmer, but here he couldn’t work. He couldn’t sit out in the plaza and talk-there aren’t any 

plaza here, and if you sit out in public some gang driving by might use you for target practice. He 

couldn’t understand TV. So he wandered around the apartment all day, in and out of rooms. Talking to 

himself, just liken a kid in diapers.  

 

One morning he wandered outside and down the street. My mother practically fainted.  

 

He doesn’t speak Spanish, just an Indian language. I finally found him standing in front of the beauty 

parlor, staring through the glass at a woman with a drier over her head. He must have wondered what 

weird planet he’d moved to. I led him home, holding his hand, the way you would with a three-year-

old. Since then I’m supposed to baby-sit him after school. 

 

One afternoon I was watching TV, getting smart on The Brady bunch. Suddenly I looked up. He was 

gone. I checked the halls on all five floors of the apartment house. I ran to the street. He wasn’t in the 

bodega or the pawnshop. I called his name, imagining my mother’s face when she found out he’d fallen 

through a manhole or been run over. I turned the corner, looking for the white straw hat he always 

wore. Two blocks down I spotted it. I flew down the sidewalk and found him standing in front of a 

vacant lot, making gestures to a man with a shovel. 

 

I took his hand, but he pulled me through the trash and into the lot. I recognized the man with the 

shovel-he was the janitor at my old school. He had a little garden planted. Different shades of green 

leaves were coming up in rows. Tio Juan was smiling and trying to tell him something. The man 

couldn’t understand him and finally went back to digging. I turned Tio Juan around and led him home. 

 

That night he told my mother all about it. She was the only one who could understand him. When she 

got home from work the next day she asked me to take him back there. I did. He studied the sun. Then 

the soil. He felt it, then smelled I, then actually tasted it. He chose a spot not too far from the sidewalk. 

Where my mother changed busses she’d gone into a store and bought him a trowel and four packets of 

seeds. I cleared the trash, he turned the soil. I wished we were farther from the street and I was praying 

that none of my friends or girlfriends or enemies saw me. Tio Juan didn’t even notice people-he was 



totally wrapped up in the work.  

 

He showed me exactly how far apart the rows should be and how deep. He couldn’t read the words on 

the seed packets, but he knew from the pictures what seeds were inside. He poured them into his hand 

and smiled. He seemed to recognize them, like old friends. Watching him carefully sprinkling them 

into the troughs he’d made, I realized that I didn’t know anything about growing food and that he knew 

everything. I stared at his busy fingers, then his eyes. They were focused, not faraway or confused. He’d 

changed from a baby back into a man. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annotating Guide:   

Color Coding   

  

1. Highlight unknown words in pink—   

 
  

o Look up the word in the dictionary and leave a 

comment to explain what the word 

means. https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictio

nary   

o Add a comment by double clicking in margins (blank 

space to the right of the text) a comment box will 

appear.   

 
  

o Type in your comment, it will automatically save  
  

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary


2. Claim: Write the claim at the top of 

the reading passage in green.  

 

  
  

  

3. Evidence: Highlight evidence for your claim in blue.   
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Elements of a Narrative: Tone  

 

Directions: Read the short story “Gonzalo,” annotate for evidence of a tone (word choice), 

write a claim and pull evidence from the text. 

Claim (green): what is the tone (the attitude the author holds towards the story, character, or 

scene) that the author creates in this part of the text through word choice and figurative language?  

First decide if it is positive, negative or neutral.                                

Underline one:   

 negative    neutral    positive 

 

Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 

the tone (word choice). 

For example, “ ” (). 

 

Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 

the tone (word choice). 

For example, “ ” (). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tone Quiz 

 

  

Complete the quiz about tone. You may reference the Tone anchor chart (poster) if it is 

helpful. 

 

1. What is tone (word choice)?  

 

2. What is the importance of tone (word choice) in a narrative?  

 

3. How do we find tone (word choice) in a narrative?  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHARACTERIZATION 

 



CHAPTER 5: LEONA 

Claim: Granny is an older lady who is stubborn, sarcastic, and sticks to her beliefs. She believes in her 

traditions more than she believes in modern ways.  

1. Mama believed in doctors, but not Granny. Not even if they were black. No, ma’am. I grew up in her 

house, back in Atlanta. She drank down a big cup of goldenrod tea every morning, with a nutmeg 

floating in it, and declared she didn’t need no other medicine. Dr. Bates tried to sell her his iron pills 

and told her straight out that that tea of hers would raise her bold pressure and burst her heart. He 

passed away that very same summer. Next doctor said it would give her brain fever. He died on his 

fiftieth birthday, I believe, right during the party. Had him a real nice funeral, later. Granny lived to 

ninety-nine, by her count. She kept a scrapbook with the obituaries of all the doctors she outlived and 

could recite the list of names by heart, like a chapter out of Genesis. We took to going to their funerals 

right regular over the years. She always laid some goldenrod on their graves. 

 

 

2. I was thinking about her one day, walking home from the grocery store on Gibb Street. Then I came 

to the vacant lot and saw three people in different parts of it. I thought maybe they were looking for 

money. Turned out they had shovels, not metal detectors. When I saw they had little gardens going, I 

said to myself, “I believe I’ll plant me a patch of goldenrod right here.” 

 

3. There was a man standing and watching from the sidewalk and a girl looking down out a window. 

There were probably lots of folks who’d want to grow something, just like me. Then I studied all the 

trash on the ground. Don’t know why anyone called that lot “vacant.” The garbage was piled high as 

your waist, some of it from the neighborhood and some dropped off by outside people. The ones who 

don’t want to pay at the dump, or got dangerous chemicals, or think we’re such slobs down here we 

won’t mind another load of junk. We can’t get City Hall to pick up our trash, but we got it delivered just 

fine. The smell’s enough to curl up a crocodile’s nose, especially in the summer. The gardeners had 

made some trails through it. But I knew precious few would join ‘em until that mess was hauled away. 

Looking at it, I knew this wasn’t a job for no wheelbarrow. This was a job for the telephone.  

 

CLAIM: 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. I marched on home. I’ve got two kids in a high school that has more guns than books, so I know all 

about complaining to officials and such about things that need changing. Next morning was Monday. 

At nine o’clock I drank me a tall glass of water. I knew I’d be having to say the same thing to fifteen or 

twenty government folks. I put Miles on the CD players and stretched out on the bed. Might as well be 

comfortable when you’re on hold. Then I opened the phone book and started in dialing.  

 



5. You ever watch a sax player close? They push down a key and way at the other end of the instrument 

something moves. That’s what I was looking for-the key that would make that trash disappear. I tried 

the City of Cleveland, then Cuyahoga County, then the State of Ohio, and finally the U.S. government. 

Six and a half hours later I found out the lot was owned by the city. But the people running Cleveland 

don’t usually come down here, unless they take a wrong turn on the freeway. You can’t measure the 

distance between my block and City Hall in miles.  

 

6. Just the same, I kept working on it the next day. That Citizen’s Information center told me to call the 

Public Health Department. They sent me to someone else. They’re all trained to be slippery as snakes. 

And to be out to lunch, to not return messages, and to keep folks on hold till they get gray and die. I 

had the feeling I was getting farther from the key I needed instead of closer. Then on the third day, I 

thought on it. When people talk to you on the phone, you’re nothing but a voice. And when you’re on 

hold you’re not even that. I had to make myself real to ‘me. 

 

7. That morning I took a bus downtown and walked into the Public Health Department. Told about the 

trash all over again to this dolled-up receptionist. Let her see me up close and personal and hear me 

loud and clear. She just told me to sit down with the others waiting. I did. Then I opened the garbage 

bag I’d picked up in the lot on my way. 

 

8. The smell that came out of it made you think of hog pens and maggots and kitchen scraps from back 

when Nixon was president. It was amazing how quick people notice it, including that receptionist. And 

even more amazing how quick I was called in to have a meeting with someone. I was definitely real to 

them now. I brought that bag along with me into meeting, to keep it that way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Elements of a Narrative: Characterization Worksheet 

Monday Notes 

What is characterization?  

 

What is the importance of characterization in a narrative?  

 

How do we find characterization in a narrative?  

 

Teacher Example: Leona paragraphs 1-3 

Claim (green): What IMPORTANT information and character traits are revealed about the main 

character (personality: courage or cowardice, ambition or laziness and/or physical traits: looks) affect 

or drive the plot (the storyline) and the resolution of the conflict forward in this chapter?  

First decide if it is positive, negative or neutral             

Circle one:      negative            neutral         positive 

 

Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 

the character trait. 

For example, “ ” (). 

Student Practice: Leona paragraphs 4-7 

Claim (green): What IMPORTANT information and character traits are revealed about the main 

character (personality: courage or cowardice, ambition or laziness and/or physical traits: looks) affect 

or drive the plot (the storyline) and the resolution of the conflict forward in this chapter?  

First decide if it is positive, negative or neutral             

Circle one:      negative            neutral         positive 

 

Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 

the character trait. 

For example, “ ” (). 
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P.E. Writing Log (PE 5 – Monday 4/20/2020) 

1. We often lean on our friends, teachers, and family members when we feel 
upset, scared, or confused. But it’s also important to practice safe social 
distancing. Think about friend and family members who might need you right 
now.  

Write 3 things you can do to support/help friends and family while also practicing 
safe social distancing. 

Answers:  

a. _________________________________________________________ 
b. _________________________________________________________ 
c. _________________________________________________________  

 

2. It’s okay to be frustrated. It’s understandable to be upset. However, school 
closings and cancellations are completely out of our control.  

Think about the things that you do have control over – like how you spend the time 
you have right now. Write 3 ways that you can better yourself through practice. 

(How can you use this free time in a positive way) 

Answers:  

a. _________________________________________________________ 
b. _________________________________________________________  
c. _________________________________________________________ 
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Activity and Log (PE 5 - Wednesday 4/22 and Friday 4/24) 

   
Directions: Choose 4 or more activities or pick your own. After completing the activities, update 

your log below.  Look at the example listed below to complete log entry. 
   

Activity Options  
10 Minute Walk 10 Minute Jog 

20 Burpees 20 Push-Ups 
30 Squats 30 Lunges 
40 Jumping Jacks 40 X-Jumps (Jump like an X in the air) 
2 Minute plank 1 Minute side plank on each side (2 minutes total) 

10 Burpees and 10 lunges (Do both) 10 Push-ups and 10 Squats (Do both) 
20 Alternating Leg Swings (From the warm-up) 20 RDL’s (From the warm-up) 
30 Sharkies (Please don’t eat me Mr. Shark!!!) 30 Curl-ups 

40 Shoulder Taps 40 Raise the Roofs 

Day  Activity 1  Activity 2  Activity 3  Activity 4 
EXAMPLE: 3/16/2020  40 Jumping Jacks  Jog (10 mins.)  30 Squats 20 Push-ups 

4/22/2020 
Wednesday 

    

4/24/2020 
Friday 

    

  
  
 



April 20 – April 24, 2020 

AGENDA 

 

ALL ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE MAY 8TH 

 

 

Monday Read “The Story of Clara” and 
answer engagement 
questions. 

Tuesday Read through the powerpoint 
“Exploration-No Prep Labs 
and write down observations. 

Wednesday Read through the powerpoint 
“Photosynthesis” and answer 
questions or fill in blanks. 

Thursday Complete the Elaboration, 
Activity 1, 2, 3, and 5. 

Friday Evaluation Letter to Clara 
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Clara’s Story

Clara woke up and she was hungry.  It was still dark.  

Clara was only one week old, so waking up hungry 

was normal for her.  The sun had not yet come up, and 

Clara was hungry and thirsty.  Trouble was, she could 

not cry, and there was no one to bring her anything to 

eat or drink.  That is because Clara is a plant.

Clara had just sprouted from her seed a week ago.  

She was only two inches tall with a skinny green stem 

and tiny green leaves.  That’s all there was to her.  She had no thorns or blooms

or any other features, just four tiny leaves and a skinny stem.  She was still very 

hungry though, and it was still dark out.   She was thirsty too.  But she felt 

something flowing from her roots below, and somehow, she was not thirsty any

more.  Clara did not know what happened to make her thirst go away, but she 

felt better.

She was still hungry, and a little cold, because it got cold at night.  She could tell 

that it was getting lighter, because the sun was starting to come up over the 

horizon.  The sky was getting brighter as the sunlight began to outshine the stars.  

It was a clear morning today.

As the sun rose, Clara first noticed that she was getting warmer.  She could feel 

her leaves getting warmer too, but something else was happening.  She could 

breathe in a little through her leaves, and she felt something funny happening in 

her leaves too.  As the sun continued to rise, Clara got warmer and her leaves 

felt fuller, like something was happening inside that she could not understand. 

Clara was happy that she was not thirsty any more, and she was grateful for 

that.  But then, she noticed that, after a while, she was not hungry any more 



©©2017 Rushnok Science  2
   

either.  She did not know why the hunger went away.   She just knew that she 

was not hungry or thirsty any more. 

This was going to be another good day for Clara.        

Engagement Questions  

1. Clara was thirsty and then felt something coming up her roots and her 

thirst disappeared.  What do you think took Clara’s thirst away? 

 

 

 

 

2. Do plants eat?  What do you think they eat and drink? 

 

 

 

3. Clara felt she was breathing through her leaves.  What do you think was 

happening? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What would like to learn in this unit about plants? 

 

 



Exploration 1 -
How Plants 

Breathe
First, put a layer of petroleum 

jelly on both the top and bottom 
surfaces of one leaf on a plant.

©2017 Rushnok Science 1



Next, Put a plastic sandwich bag 
over the leaf.  You can use a twist 
tie if needed to gently tie the bag 
closed where the leaf attaches to 
the stem. 

©2017 Rushnok Science 2



Chose a second leaf and just put a 
plastic sandwich bag over that 
leaf but do not use petroleum 
jelly.

Put the plant in a place where it 
will receive plenty of sunlight and 
make sure to water it.

©2017 Rushnok Science 3



After two days, observe the two 
leaves  Record your observations on 
your chart.

©2017 Rushnok Science

Leaf with 
Petroleum Jelly

Leaf without 
Petroleum Jelly

4
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Photosynthesis 

How plants make their own 
food and make life possible 
for the rest of us



Plants only 
need three 
things to 
grow

______

______ 
______ 
(from 

the air)

_______

©2017 Rushnok Science 2



Using only these three 
ingredients, Plants make 
their own food and at 
the same time, make it 
possible for us to live on 
earth

©2017 Rushnok Science 3



Plants gather ________ 
mainly through their 
_____

The water goes up 
through the stem into 

the leaves.  That’s 
what happened when 

Clara woke up.

©2017 Rushnok Science 4



They get the _____ _______ they 
need from the ___through small 
holes in their leaves called 
_______

_______ are tiny holes 
on the underside of 

leaves.  They let air in 
and out of the leaf

©2017 Rushnok Science 5



The last ingredient 
plants need to make 
their food is a ______ of 
______.  They get this 
from ________.

That’s why Clara was hungry 
in the morning. There was 
no _____ at night and she 
couldn’t make any food!

©2017 Rushnok Science 6



Plants have ___________ in 
their leaves that take the 
carbon dioxide and water to 
make ________, a ______ 
that they use for food.

The ___________ 
contain __________ 

which gives leaves their 
green color

©2017 Rushnok Science 7



The last thing the 
plants do is release a 
byproduct from making 
food.  That byproduct is 
a gas, ______.  Plants 
release the ______ 
through their leaves.  

_________ is what we need 
to breathe!  Plants give us 

_______, and without plants 
we would not be able to 

breathe!

©2017 Rushnok Science 8



Because of ______________ in Plants, Life is 
Possible on Earth
• _______ _______ and ______ are 

necessary for plants to live and make 
their food.

• Plants use _______ from ___ ___ to 
make food and give off ______

• All other life forms need _______ to live

• Through photosynthesis, the energy 
from the sun is used to make food for 
plants and make air for us to breathe, 
making life possible

©2017 Rushnok Science 9



NOW WATCH  THIS VIDEO!

https://youtu.be/_xeYNnzwpSE

There will be a question at the end of the video.  Use the space below to answer the question!

YOUR ANSWER:

©2017 Rushnok Science 10
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WATER OXYGEN

MINERALS PLANT SUGARS

CARBON DIOXIDE SUNLIGHT STOMATA

Cut out the words 
and paste them in the 
appropriate place

©2017 Rushnok Science 1



CHLOROPHYLL

GLUCOSE IS
FORMED

WATER

CARBON
DIOXIDE

ENERGY

OXYGEN IS
RELEASED

Cut and Paste the correct 
term in the box where it 
belongs

©2017 Rushnok Science
1



SUNLIGHT GLUCOSE OXYGEN
CARBON DIOXIDE WATER

ELABORATION ACTIVITY 3

Three terms belong on the left and two 
terms belong on the right.  Cut and paste 
them on the side they belong.  The order 
is not important.

©2017 Rushnok Science
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Word Bank

Stomata chlorophyll
Carbon dioxide photosynthesis
Energy Oxygen
gas
Producer



Instructions:

Write a letter to Clara explaining what was happening to her 
when she woke up.

• What happened to make her thirst go away.

• What happened to make her hunger go away.

• Explain to Clara why she and other plants are so important 
to life on Earth.

©2017 Rushnok Science 1
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5th Grade Social Studies 

April 20 – April 24, 2020 

 

Student Name: 

 

_________________  



Social Studies Instructions 
 

Monday - Tuesday 

1. If you can, watch the following videos: 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK4xzFfzIAEhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2fjk

NgQJTA 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byd9LKY3iUI 

2. Read the article “The Middle Colonies”. 

3. Highlight unfamiliar words, find the definition on 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary and write the definition in the margin (side) 

of the text. 

4. Reread the article “The Middle Colonies”. 

5. Complete the “Middle Colonies” text-based questions. 

Wednesday 

1. Complete the “Inference in History” activity.  

Thursday – Friday 

1. Work on the Colonies Project  

• Instructions included at the end  of the packet.  

• Due Friday, May 1 

 

*If you have questions about the assignments you can email your teacher or check-in on Teams 

during office hours, 10:00 a.m – 12:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK4xzFfzIAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2fjkNgQJTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2fjkNgQJTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byd9LKY3iUI
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary


 

The Middle Colonies 

 
 

Let me go! I should not be arrested and put into prison for practicing 
the Quaker religion! I realize that I live in England and should worship with the 
Church of England, but seriously!   
  
My name is William Penn and even my father has a hard time accepting the fact 
that I am a Quaker. As a Quaker, we obey the "inner light," which we believe to 
come directly from God. We refuse to bow or take off our hats to other men, and 
we will not take up arms.   
  

Once I got out of prison I knew I needed a new plan. Since even the Puritans in 
New England colonies didn't accept us, King Charles II decided in 1681 to give me 
land in the New World that was southwest of New Jersey. He did this because he 
owed my deceased father for a loan.   
  

I thought I would call the new land Sylvania, which means "woods", but later 
called in Pennsylvania. In this new land, I guaranteed free and fair trial by jury, 



freedom from unjust imprisonments, as well as freedom of religion and elections. 
This brought a wide variety of nations and people to my land.   
  

Other Middle Colonies were New Jersey, New York, and Delaware. This "middle 
zone" was truly in the middle of the 13 colonies. We had some ship building, like 
New England, and some large farms like the Southern plantations. We were 
fortunate to have rivers forests, rich farm lands, and fertile soil. We were mostly 
known for producing iron and being the "bread basket" colony. We produced 
wheat and used wind mills to mill flour for bread. Since we were centrally located, 
we were a very important distribution center. We were able to ship imports out 
to the other colonies. That's why New York and Philadelphia grew at amazing 
rates!  
  

I worked to have a good relationship with the Native Americans which would 
prove to be a smart choice.  I tried to learn their languages so we could 
communicate, which helped their willingness to trade. I was once quoted as say, 
"We meet on the broad pathway of good faith and good-will; no advantage shall 
be taken on either side, but all shall be openness and love We are the same as if 
one man's body was to be divided into two parts; we are of one flesh and one 
blood."  
 
  

 

  (c) P. Olivieri {Rockin' Resources}   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Middle Colonies – Text-Based Questions 

 
  

Answer the following questions in complete sentences.  
  
1. Why was William Penn arrested in England?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
2. Why did King Charles II give William land in the New World?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
3. How did William come up with the name "Pennsylvania" for the new land?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
4. What attracted people to Pennsylvania?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
 
 
 
 



5. What features did the middle colonies have in common with the Southern 
colonies?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
6. Why were the Middle Colonies called the "bread basket" colony  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
7. Why do you think New York became a leading city so quickly?  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  
8. Explain William's quote.  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  
  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Inference in History 

 
Answer the following questions using complete sentences on the lines provided.  

1. Why do you think William Penn’s father had a hard time accepting that he was 

a Quaker? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why were the Middle Colonies called the “Bread Basket” for the rest of the 

colonies in the New World?  

 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



Colonies Project 
Instructions:  
1. Choose one of the 13 original colonies from the next page. 
2. Research the colony you chose. Find out 

• How was the colony founded? 
o What was the name of the person who founded the colony? 
o What year was the colony founded? 
o Why was the colony founded? (Religion? Trade? Land given to the 

founder by the King?)  

• What religion did most of the people in that colony practice (Puritan? Pilgrim? 
Quaker? Catholic?)? 

• What was the economy of the colony (how did the colony make money)? 

• What was the geography of the colony? (Was it warm with great soil for 
growing crops? Was it cold and icy in the winter and hot and filled with bugs in 
the summer?)  

• What was the government in the colony like? (How did they vote for their 
leaders? What was their government called?)  

3. Create a PowerPoint or a “book” presentation. Your presentation should include:  
 A title slide/page with the name of the colony, a picture of the colony, and your name.  
• One slide/page for each research topic listed above (the founding, religion, economy, 

geography, and government). 
• Each slide/page should be checked for spelling and punctuation.  
• Each slide/page should include an image that relates to the information on the slide.   

   1  2  3  4  5  

Introduction 
Slide  

 Does not include 
picture  
Does not include 
title  
Does not have 
presenter name  
Did not include 
title slide.  

Includes only 
picture or title 
or presenter 
name.  

Includes picture 
and title, or 
picture and 
presenter name, 
or title and 
presenter name, 
but not all three.  

Includes picture, 
title, and 
presenter name.  

Includes picture, 
title, and presenter 
name, and includes 
special features 
(multiple pictures, 
or PowerPoint 
features).  

Information 
Slides 

 Does not include 
any information 
required; no 
picture; does not 
use proper 
grammar and 
spelling; slide 
missing 

Includes some 
information 
about each 
topic, includes a 
picture, some 
spelling and 
grammar errors.  

Includes a 
relevant picture, 
has most of the 
required 
information, few 
spelling or 
grammar errors. 

Includes a 
relevant picture, 
required 
information, and 
has few or no 
spelling or 
grammar errors.  

Includes a relevant 
picture, all required 
information, no 
spelling or grammar 
errors, and includes 
special features 
(multiple pictures  
or PowerPoint 
features).  

Total Points_____/30 



The Thirteen Colonies 
 

Founded  Colony  Statehood  

1607  Virginia  June 25,  1788  

1620  Massachusetts  February 6, 1788  

1626  New York  July 26, 1788  

1634  Maryland  April 28, 1788  

1636  Rhode Island  May 29, 1790  

1636  Connecticut  January 9, 1788  

1638  New Hampshire  June 21, 1788  

1638  Delaware  December 7, 1787  

1653  North Carolina  November 21, 1789  

1663  South Carolina  May 23, 1788  

1664  New Jersey  December 18, 1787  

1681  Pennsylvania  December 12, 1787  

1732  Georgia  January 2, 1788  
  

 



DANCE 5TH/6TH GRADE  
WORK AT HOME 
Wk_4/20-5/01 
 
Monday-Friday 4/20-4/24 (repeated and continuation from last week) 
1. Review your #1 and #2 phrases for your self-portrait solo dance 
2. Write down your #3 word that you think describes yourself: 
 
3. Work, organize, practice your #3 phrase based on your #3 word. 
4. Document your dance phrase #3:  

1. Write it down in sequential order (start from beginning to end of phrase) 
What movements skills/actions are you performing and what dance concepts are you using to 
change those actions to make your dancing new and interesting? 
 
 

 
5. Review your #1 and #2 and #3 phrases for your self-portrait solo dance.  
6. Connect all 3 of your phrases together to create one dance.  
7. Work, organize, practice your self-portrait dance. 
 
Tuesday and Thursday 4/21 & 4/23 
Perform  all three sequences below with music of your choice. Try a different song/music for each day. 
Answer the following: 
1. What music did you choose? 
2. What music do you think was best to perform your warm-up? Why? 
 
Seated Warm-up 
1. Roll downs from criss-cross position (forward, side, side, reach arms back) 
2. Hand/arm extensions 
3. Side arm reaches 
4. Sit-ups 
5. Flex and point feet 
6. Curl in and extend out (4 Forward with legs/ 4 straddle) 
7. Side extensions from knee (right, left) 
Side extensions from knee adding a plank (right, left) 
Roll to side extensions (right, left, right, left, right to spiral up) 
Standing Warm-up Sequence; Plies w/curves: 
Begin in parallel first position. 
*4 demi plies. 
*Spinal curl forward using upper body, then bring spine/upper body to neutral (straight) bringing arms to reach up direction. Drop arms to swing 
them down in front of torso as they cross and swing them up to repeat one more time, finishing with arms down by side of body. (complete 4 
curls forward w/arms). 
*4 demi plies. 
*Spinal curl Right side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest and lead with top of the head), while reaching left arm up direction as 
you focus on your finger tips. Bring upper body to neutral/straight. Spinal curl left side using upper body (keep shoulders open/wide chest and 
lead with top of the head), while reaching right arm up direction as you focus on your finger tips. Bring upper body to neutral/straight. (Complete 
4 side curls w/ arms; R,L, R, L) 
*4 demi plies. 
*Reach down with both arms to circle them back (arc upper back, keeping chest open and focus in upward diagnol), up, forward directions 
finishing by your sides. 
Demi plie and 2 shoulder shrugs. (Complete 4 times). 
Roll down Sequence in parallel first position 
Roll down to forward fold; 4 plies and stretch; roll back up, plie. 
Roll down to forward fold; 4 weight shifts and back to fold; roll back up, plie. 
Roll down to forward fold; walk out to plank, hold for 8 counts; 8 push-ups; walk hands back to feet to fold; roll back up; demi plie. 
 
 
 



Monday 4/27 
Write a poem or story that reflects your self-portrait dance you created. Write about what you are saying 
about yourself in your dance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday and Thursday 4/28 & 4/30 
Perform  all three warm-up sequences (See Tuesday and Thursday 4/21 & 4/23) with music of your 
choice. Try a different song/music for each day. 
Answer the following: 
1. What music did you choose? 
2. What music do you think was best to perform your warm-up? Why? 
 
 
 


